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About

The Catholic University of Eichstätt- Ingolstadt, in cooperation with the Catholic University 
of America, Washington, D. C., offers a one-week Migration Studies Summer Academy 
from July 29 to August 3, 2019 in Eichstätt, Germany. The subject „Origin – Transit – Des-
tination – Future“ will be discussed in this Summer Academy. Furthermore, students from 
both catholic universities have the opportunity to deal with theories and methods, chances 
and challenges related to flight and migration.

We expect an intensive exchange with declared experts in interdisciplinary research of 
flight and migration. A central item of the agenda will be the development of a research 
draft within small study groups. The research drafts will be presented at the end of the 
Summer Academy and should clearly refer to one of the four topics mentioned above.

The focus is placed on many areas such as politics, law, language, media, religion and 
church analyzed from various disciplinary angles (e.g. psychology, history, social work, 
philosophy, political science, law, sociology and theology).

This program aims at master‘s degree students in different fields.
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Official Welcome

Dear participants of the Migration Studies Sum-
mer Academy,

In the name of the Presidium and the entire Univer-
sity community, I am delighted to warmly welco-
me you at the Catholic University of Eichstätt-In-
golstadt (KU). A university’s character is formed 
by the people who study, teach and work at it. 
Welcoming guests at the KU on the occasion of 
the Migration Studies Summer Academy (MSSA) 
is also a great benefit to us.

The KU as the only Catholic university in Germany is based on the Christian view of human 
life: The University’s focus is on the person. This is why we attach particular importance not 
only to providing our students with excellent education, but also to encourage and support 
young people in their personal development and impart social skills. University life at the 
KU is shaped by open dialog and critical thinking. The fact that we are among the smaller 
universities in Germany ensures that our students can study and learn in a friendly atmo-
sphere. They benefit from personal supervision, an interdisciplinary study offer, excellent 
facilities, outstanding research and a global network of more than 280 partner universities.

Our distinctive profile has inspired us to become active in the field of “flight and migration” 
for some time now which also includes close cooperation with society. Our students’ outs-
tanding commitment towards working with refugees was another driving force. Carrying 
out research in the field of flight and migration is not our only objective – the KU also atta-
ches great importance to the academic work with and for refugees. The area of flight and 
migration is no temporary phenomenon but rather a topic which challenges the world to 
act. We need a substantiated basis in order to be able to develop regional and international 
strategies.

The Migration Studies Summer Academy is a joint project of the KU and the Catholic Uni-
versity of America (CUA), one of our closest international partners. Like the KU, the CUA is 
a leading university in many fields. We are thankful for the good preparation of the MSSA in 
both institutions and look forward to deepening our long and productive relationship.

I am convinced that the following week at the KU will offer new perspectives on issues 
surrounding flight and migration for all of us. I wish you an enlightening and pleasant stay 
at the KU.

Prof. Dr. Klaus Stüwe

(Vice president for international affairs and profile development)
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Schedule

Course Content

Concept

The Migration Studies Summer Academy (MSSA) is a one-week program designed to ad-
vance research on migration studies through the development of international collaborati-
ons and expertise among faculty and graduate students.

The program will include lectures from experts from Katholische Universität Eichstätt-Ingol-
stadt (KU), The Catholic University of America (CUA), and other leading institutions across 
the following fields: Migration Studies, Psychology, Education, History, Social Work, Phi-
losophy, Political Science, Law, Sociology, and Theology. To supplement the lectures, the 
MSSA will also include local field trips.

In addition, students will work together in teams to develop research proposals and reviews 
based on one of four migratory themes described by Pope Francis: origin, transit, destina-
tion, and future. The MSSA will be grounded in both components of 2241 of the Catechism 
of the Catholic Church. 

Concurrently, the faculty will develop long-term international collaborations. Students and 
faculty will present their work at the end of the academy.

Sunday, July 28

Arrival Priesterseminar

Bischöfliches Seminar 

St. Willibald, Leonrod-

platz 3 85072 Eichstätt
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Schedule

Monday, July 29

9am-12pm Opening Prayer
Pater Stefan Weig

Welcome Address
Klaus Stüwe, 
Vice president for international affairs and profile develop-

ment, Katholische Universität Eichstätt-Ingolstadt

Lecture
„Frames, Frames, Frames. 
Media and Migration“

Klaus-Dieter Altmeppen, 
Katholische Universität Eichstätt-Ingolstadt

UA 141

Lunch – Cafeteria

2pm - 5pm Group Presentations

Lecture
„Theoretical Framework“

Sandra Barrueco, 
Catholic University of America

UA 141

Evening Dinner “Gasthof Krone“, 

Domplatz 3, 85072 

Eichstätt

Tuesday, July 30

9am-12pm Lecture
„Bureaucrazy: Syrian Refugee Experience with 
the German State after the ‘Crisis’“

Morgan Etzel, 
Ludwigs-Maximilians-Universität München

Students
Formation of Teams and Group Work

Faculty
International Research Collaboration Discussion
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Schedule

Lunch – Cafeteria

1.30pm-2.30pm High-Noon Lecture
„Advancements in Migration Research“

Sandra Barrueco, 
Catholic University of America

2.45pm - 6pm Independent and/or Group Work 
by Students & Faculty

6pm - 7pm Dinner Lecture
„Migration Policy-making in Ghana – between 
an External Agenda and Internal Preferences“

Nadine Segadlo, 
Katholische Universität Eichstätt-Ingolstadt

„Café im Paradeis“, 

Marktplatz 9, 

85072 Eichstätt

Wednesday, July 31

9 am - 12pm Lectures
„Production – Representation – Circulation: 
Researching Film-workshops for Minor 
Refugees with a Mixed-method Approach  
to Ethnography“

Gerhard Schönhofer, 
Katholische Universität Eichstätt-Ingolstadt

„Migrant Linguistic & Literacy Development“

Sandra Barrueco,  
Catholic University of America

Lunch – Cafeteria

2pm - 6pm Independent and/or Group Work by Students 
& Faculty

6pm - 7pm Dinner Lecture
„Migration, Media, Populism: 
How Societies Talk“

Klaus-Dieter Altmeppen, 
Katholische Universität Eichstätt-Ingolstadt

„Café im Paradeis“, 
Marktplatz 9, 85072 
Eichstätt
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Schedule

Thursday, August 1

9am - 12pm Lectures
„From the Global to the Local: The Displa-
ced-Persons-Camps Eichstätt (1945-1949)“

Julia Devlin, 
Katholische Universität Eichstätt-Ingolstadt

„Migrant Emotional Well-being, Flourishing, & 
Mental Health“

Sandra Barrueco, 
Catholic University of America

Lunch – Cafeteria

2pm - 5pm Independent and/or Group Work by Students & Faculty

Evening Field Trip
Eichstätt

Dinner
Students: 
„Braugasthof Trompete“, Ostenstraße 3, 
85072 Eichstätt

Staff: 
„Maletter“, Domplatz 1, 
85072 Eichstätt

Friday, August 2

9am - 12pm Students & Faculty prepare presentations

Lunch – Cafeteria

2pm - 6pm Students & Faculty Presentations

Evening Concluding Remarks & Farewell Party

Saturday, August 3

Field Trip
Munich

Sunday, August 4

Departure
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Lecturers

Klaus-Dieter Altmeppen, Prof. Dr.
Academic Director of the Center for Flight and Migration Eichstätt-Ingolstadt (ZFM), 
Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt

Professor of Journalism, Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt

klaus-dieter.altmeppen@ku.de

Sandra Barrueco, Ph.D.
Associate Professor & Director of Clinical Training, Psychology Department, 
Catholic University of America

barrueco@cua.edu

Morgan Etzel, M.A.
PhD Student, Ethnology Department, 
Ludwig-Maximilian-Universität Munich

M.Etzel@campus.lmu.de

Nadine Segadlo, M.A.
Research Associate, Center for Flight and Migration Eichstätt-Ingolstadt (ZFM), 
Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt

nadine.segadlo@ku.de

Gerhard Schönhofer, M. A.
Research Assistant, Chair of European Ethnology, 
Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt

gerhard.schoenhofer@ku.de

Julia Devlin, Dr. 
Executive Director of the Center for Flight and Migration Eichstätt-Ingolstadt (ZFM), 
Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt

julia.devlin@ku.de
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ANG18 Am Anger 18
eO  ehemalige Orangerie
eRS ehemalige Reitschule
IH International House (Marktplatz 7)
INS Ingbert-Naab-Saal
KAP Kapuzinerkloster
KGA  Main Building A 
KGB  Main Building B (Art)
KGC  Main Building C (Sports/Students House)
KGD  Main Building D (Aula)
KGE Main Building E (Music)
KHG Catholic Student Community 
Lu6 Luitpoldstraße 6 (Theology and Education)
Lu32 Luitpoldstraße 32
MP4 Institute for Marriage and Family in the Society

MP13 Marktplatz 13
MP18 Marktplatz 18 
O14 Ostenstraße 14 
O17 Ostenstraße 17
O18 Ostenstraße 18 
O27 Women and employees representative/ Doctor
O29 Ostenstrasse 29 
PPJ Pater-Philipp-Jeningen-Platz 2 (Tourism)
RP13 Residenzplatz 13
SR Sommerresidenz
TB2 Departmental Library 2 „Aula“
UA Universitätsallee „Main Library“
UH Departmental Library „Ulmer Hof“ (Theology) 
WH Waisenhaus 

Overview – Campus Eichstätt
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Schedule Field Trip Munich

8.15am Meeting  
train station Eichstätt Stadt

8.44am Departure
Eichstätt Stadt Bahnhof, track 1

10.30am Arrival 
Munich, Main Station, track 21 

10.45am Arrival City Tour Munich
Guide: Simone Caroline Egger     

Pick ap at Train Station at track 21

To learn more about the ongoing history of mobility and migration, 
the area around Munich Central Station is the place to be: walking 
the streets and thinking about movements of people you will explore 
episodes from different periods of urban development and experience 
the present marked by wealthy Arab tourists and poor EU working 
migrants at the same time. 

The world is at home in Munich: this may be observed in a Pakistani 
fabric store as well as in the African supermarket around the corner. 
After 1945 the entertainment area for members of US-Army in Bava-
ria was located at the same place. Moreover, you will still find traces 
from the era of the guest workers from Southern Europe during the 
1950s and 1960s, for example at Munich Central Station’s platform 
11. There are so many stories to tell.  

The contemporaneity of time layers and superposing connections 
from the nineteenth to the twenty-first century will be the leitmotif of 
the “Arrival City Guided Tour” to Munich.

1pm - 2.30pm Lunch at Bellevue di Monaco
Müllerstraße 2, 80469 München

The Bellevue di Monaco is a new establishes living and culture center 
for refugees and interested inhabitants of Munich. Manifold cultural 
programmes as theatre, concerts, readings, panel discussions, con-
sulting services, language and training courses take place there.

https://bellevuedimonaco.de

Brunch Buffet with food from around the world 7 € -12 €
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Schedule Field Trip Munich

2.30pm - 4pm “Münchner Stadtmuseum” (City Museum)
Guide: Hr. Robert Heindl 
(Please bring you Student ID!)

A total of 15 exhibition stations feature objects that represent the past 
and the present of migration in Munich and invite visitors to adopt a 
new perspective. In addition, each of these stops has a tablet so that 
visitors can interact with additional objects and digital content related 
to that particular station. The exhibition texts and the additional inter-
active material have been translated into English and Modern Stan-
dard Arabic with a view to reaching the widest possible audience. 
Visitors can also use two participative modules to help put together 
their own collections on Munich‘s history of migration and join the 
debate on how the city should now start to view itself.

https://www.muenchner-stadtmuseum.de/en/sonderausstellungen/
migration-moves-the-city-changing-perspectives.html

afternoon Free Time

evening Departure 

Munich, Main Station

Arrival
Eichstätt Stadt
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Free Time in Munich

The following describes a walking tour through Munich City. You can walk this tour during 
your free time in Munich, if you would like to. 

Stachus 

Stachus is the Munich intern name for the Karlsplatz. Back in 1755, there was a popular 
restaurant called Stachusgarten. In the 18th century this square was presumed to be the  
busiest square in Europe. Officially, the Karlsplatz was named after Karl Theodor who was 
the electoral prince of Bavaria in the 1800s. 

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karlsplatz_(Stachus)

Frauenkirche/Teufelstritt

The Frauenkirche is an important church in Munich. There are several tales concerning the 
footprint near the entrance of the church. One of them is about the master builder Jörg 
Ganghofer and the devil. Ganghofer asked the devil to help him build a new church in Mu-
nich, in exchange the devil will get the soul of the first person entering the church. After the 
church was finished many people came to see it and so did the devil in order to demand 
his pay. Ganghofer refused to give him the first soul because the devil forgot to build the 
windows of the church. From the point of where the devil stood the church did not look 
like it had windows. The devil was furious and stamped his foot into the ground leaving a 
footprint. 

Sources: https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teufelstritt , https://www.munichkindl.net/teufelstritt 

Marienplatz

Marienplatz is the central square in Munich, in the middle you can see a golden statue of 
Virgin Mary, which was erected by electoral prince Maximilian the 1st after Munich was 
spared during the Thirty Years’ War. The New Town Hall is located at the northern part of 
Marienplatz. The 100-meter-long façade is richly decorated and shows statutes of Bava-
rian royalty as well as masks and grimaces which are based on folk legends. The tower is 
crowned by the Münchner Kindl, which is the name of the symbol on the coat of the city 
of Munich. The mechanical clock plays different melodies to which different figures dance. 
The figures on the bottom represent the Schäfflertanz, a traditional Bavarian dance and the 
figures at the top represent a knight’s tournament.  

Source: https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marienplatz_(M%C3%BCnchen) 
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Free Time in Munich

Fischbrunnen

The Fischbrunnen is a fountain next to Munich’s town hall. Starting in the 18th century 
butcher’s apprentices jumped into the fountain when receiving their journeyman letter after 
successfully completing their apprenticeship. This tradition is called Metzgersprung (but-
cher jump) and was seen as a freeing from youthful sins. After the apprentices jumped, they 
came back up and threw apples, nuts and coins among the spectators. This tradition is 
maintained until today and it takes place every three years. 

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fischbrunnen

Viktualienmarkt and Heilig Geist Spital

The Viktualienmarkt is a daily food market. Next to Viktualienmarkt used to be the Heilig 
Geist Spital which was a charitable facility for the sick and elderly founded in 1208. The 
Wadler Family, who have gained prosperity through salt trade, decided 1318 to donate to 
the Heilig Geist Spital. Once a year all the people of Munich should benefit of their gene-
rosity which is why they hired the Brezenreiter (a man riding on a horse). He rode through 
town giving away free Brezen (pretzels) donated by the family. This tradition lasted about 
500 years but was later prohibited because the people of Munich started fighting about the 
Brezen. 

Source: https://www.munichkindl.net/brezenreite 

Drückebergergasse

Drückebergergasse (English “Shirker’s Alley”) is a popular name for the Viscardigasse, 
which is a small pedestrian street. People in Munich started using the name Drückeberger-
gasse in the 1930s. Locals used this street to avoid the nearby Nazi memorial. This way 
they avoided the requirement to perform the Hitler salute to the memorial. In order to re-
member this, a trail of golden paving stones was built. 

Source: http://muctogo.de/drueckebergergasse/

Odeonsplatz and the Lion

The Odeonsplatz is a square developed by Leo von Klenze. Many important buildings sur-
round the Odeonsplatz: the Munich Residence (former royal palace), the Theatine Church 
and the Feldherrenhalle (monument to honor the Bavarian Army). Touching the lion’s snout 
in front of the Munich Residence brings good luck. This tradition goes back to the 19th 
century when a student got into a fight with King Ludwig I. The student wrote hate mail 
about the King and got caught. The King surprisingly reprieved the student and gifted him a 
bag full of money. After leaving the Munich Residence, he leaned against the lion to collect 
himself. Ever since then people believe that the lion brings good luck and wealth. 

Source: http://muctogo.de/residenz-loewen/
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Healthcare

EMERGENCY NUMBER (24 hours a day/free of charge): 112

Doctor

If you need a doctor you can visit a so-called “Allgemeinarzt” (general practitioner, GP). 
If you do not speak German, we recommend you to ask one of our student assistants for 
support. 

In case of a medical emergency, you can visit the following hospital or (in urgent cases only) 
call 112, which is available 24 hours and free of charge. 

Klinikum Eichstätt, Ostenstraße 31 

Pharmacy

Medications are only available from pharmacies. Some medications can only be obtained 
with a prescription from a doctor. On weekends or at night there is always an emergency 
pharmacy open:

https://www.aponet.de/service/notdienstapotheke-finden

Psychological Counselling

Psychological-psychotherapeutic Counselling at KU:

Name:   Dipl.-Psych. Teresa Hähnel

Phone:  +49 (0)8421/93-23120

E-mail:   teresa.haehnel@ku.de

www.ku.de/en/prospective-students/studienberatung/psychological-counselling-service
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Free Time in Eichstätt

Even though Eichstätt has only 13.500 habitants this little town has a lot to offer – 
especially in summer. We want to give you some ideas how and where you could 
spend your free time.

Open-air pool

The best way to spend a free and hot afternoon in Eichstätt is to go to the Freibad. It is a 
public swimming pool which you can enter the whole day. Do not forget to bring your stu- 
dent-ID so the entry gets cheaper.

There are not only swimming pools but beach volleyball courts, table-tennis-tables and a 
lot of space to tan. You will probably meet many other KU students there, laying in the sun 
and relax.

Opening hours are from 08.00 h – 20.00 h and the entry costs 3,80€ (regular price) and 
2,20€ for students.

stadtwerke-eichstaett.de
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Free Time in Eichstätt

Theke

If you are keen on spending an evening out, we highly recommend the local students’ pub 
called “Theke”. It is a pub run by the Catholic University Community (German: KHG), only 
KU students work there and the prices for drinks are lower than in other bars.  The “Theke” 
is a popular meeting point for having a beer, playing dart or other games and chat a little bit 
with your fellow students. In summer you can also enjoy your evening in the little garden in 
front of the “Theke”. Furthermore, many parties are hosted there – so stay tuned about the 
events that will be taking place there. 

Opening hours:

Monday – Sunday      20.00h – 01.00h 

Canoeing 

One of the most popular things to do in Eichstätt is to go canoeing. With the Altmühl flowing 
through Eichstätt you have a great opportunity to try this sport. You can rent a canoe for a 
day or book a multiple day trip at one of the suppliers. 

Here is a list where you can compare the prices and the special offers: 

 � Bacherle Kanuvermietung  www.bootsverleih-eichstaett.de

 � Boote Glas    www.boote-glas.de

 � Kreisjugendring Eichstätt  www.kjr-ei.de

 � Kanuuh     www.kanuuh.de
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Mobility

Rent a Bike

If you want to take a day trip or rent a bike for a week, you can hire a bike from a hire com-
pany. Further information of the city of Eichstätt: www.eichstaett.de/verkehr/fahrradver-
leih_eichstaett_rent-23412/

City Ticket Bus

From 6.30 am to 7 pm you can use the „Stadtlinie“, Eichstätt‘s City Bus. 

Prices:

 � One Way:  1,40 Euro

 � Day:  4,70 Euro

 � Month:  28,50 Euro

 � 6er Ticket: 7,60 Euro

You can buy your tickets from the driver (cash only).

Further information (German language): www.stadtwerke-eichstaett.de/stadtlinie/

Bayernticket 

If you are interested in visiting Bavaria, a good way to travel to the nicest destinations – 
such as Munich or Nuremberg – is the “Bayernticket”. You can book a regional day ticket 
for Bavaria and travel with up to five people.

For 25€ you buy the basic ticket for one person and for any other person 7€ in addition. It 
is valid from 09:00h until 03:00h of the next day – on the weekend it is valid from 00:00h 
until 03:00h of the next day.

With your regional day ticket for Bavaria you can travel on all local trains and other means 
of transport within the area of validity – be aware that you are not allowed to use ICE or IC 
trains. 

You can book your „Bayernticket“ online (www.bahn.de) or directly at the railway station 
Eichstätt Stadt. 
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On and off Campus Services

WIFI

You can use the WiFi on campus free of charge. To do so you log into „Bayern WLAN”. 
More information is available on the KU Computer Center’s website.

https://www.ku.de/rechenzentrum/studinfos/wlanvpn-client/

Cafeteria/Canteen 

For your lunch break there is a daily changing menu with normally two different meals at 
the Mensa on campus. Every day they offer at least one vegetarian or vegan option, a salad 
buffet, soups, side dishes and desserts. Lunch is included, please show the canteen staff 
your authorization card. 

The Cafeteria offers coffee, cake, sweets, etc. You can pay for your lunch with cash, the 
Mensa does not take Credit or Debit Cards. Please be aware that you have to pay the 
“Guest-price” because you are not an official KU student.

Printing and Copying

If you need to print or copy something, please let our team know. We are happy to help! 

ATM

 � Sparkasse, 
Gabrielistraße 5

 � Volksbank-Raiffeisenbank, 
Domplatz 5

 � HypoVereinsbank, 
Marktplatz 10
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Sttudent Assistant 
Name:  Moritz Brinkmann    

Mail:  moritz.brinkmann@mailbox.org

Contact

Student Assistant
Name:  Natalie Wagenbach    

Mail:   nwagenbach@yahoo.de

Student Assistant
Name:  Julia Schwarzmeier

Phone: +49 (0) 176 64 76 68 47

Mail:  julia.schwarzmeier@ku.de 

Academics
Name:  Elisabeth Beck

Address: Marktplatz 13, 85071 Eichstätt 

Room:  MP13-102

Phone:  +49 (0)8421 90 90 619

Mail:   elisabeth.beck@ku.de

Academics
Name:  Lea Gelardi

Address:  Marktplatz 13, 85071 Eichstätt

Room:  MP13 – 102

Phone:  +49 (0)8421 90 90619

Mail:   lgelardi@ku.de
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Editors: Center for Flight and Migration, Karolina Albrecht, Elisabeth Beck, Lea Gelardi
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